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Abstract

The European Society for Paediatric Endocrinology held a consensus workshop in Manchester, UK in December 2003 to discuss issues relating to the care of GH-treated patients in the transition from paediatric to adult life. Clinicians experienced in the care of paediatric and adult patients on GH treatment, from a wide range of countries, as well as medical representatives from the pharmaceutical manufacturers of GH participated.
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Introduction

Growth hormone (GH) has multiple beneficial effects in addition to its promotion of linear growth. These include maintenance of normal body composition and metabolism through adult life. Therefore, in GH-deficient individuals replacement throughout the life cycle is indicated. However, up until recently, insufficient evidence was available to determine if GH treatment should continue seamlessly or could be interrupted for a period of time at the end of growth without incurring disadvantage to the adolescent. Equally, information on GH dose requirement has only now become available. Thus the European Society for Paediatric Endocrinology judged that this was an appropriate time to provide some guidance on the assessment of those completing treatment with GH for growth promotion, not only for GH deficiency (GHD) but also for other causes of short stature.

Clinical programmes need to be developed for these young people to facilitate the orderly transfer of their care from paediatric to adult endocrine services, to optimise compliance and patient acceptance and to minimise interruption of care. This transfer of care occurs during a developmental stage referred to as the transitional period, during which important issues relating to post-pubertal maturation require consideration.

Definition of transition

Transition refers to a broad set of physical and psychosocial changes, arbitrarily defined as starting in late puberty and ending with full adult maturation. This usually implies a period from mid to late teens until 6–7 years after achievement of final height.

The aims of management in the transition period for the GH-treated adolescent include the following: (a) reassessment of aetiology and disease-specific management; (b) reassessment of the GH treatment regimen to mimic the diminishing production of endogenous GH secretion; (c) achievement of full adult somatic development including lean body mass and bone mineral accrual; (d) completion of pubertal, sexual and reproductive maturation; (e) reduction of metabolic and cardiovascular risks; (f) attainment of adult psychosocial development; and (g) education to ensure that patients have an understanding of their disease to develop autonomy in health care decision making.

Delivery of transition care

Clinics in the transition period have been seen to be effective in a number of chronic disease states, such as diabetes mellitus, chronic renal failure and cystic fibrosis, in terms of improving compliance during the hand-over to adult services, and aiding patient acceptance of adult services. Transition care requires a dedicated service with contributions from paediatric and adult endocrinology. Local resources will determine the precise format of the service.

Paediatric and adult endocrinologists participating in a transition programme should be experienced in the management of hypopituitarism and GHD. The multidisciplinary approach should include the support of
specialised nurses, reproductive specialists, psychologists and social workers. This shared responsibility will lead to improved patient care. Broadening of training opportunities and development of joint research projects are additional benefits.

Patient education is an implicit part of the transition programme. This educational process should have commenced at the time of diagnosis in childhood, when the patient and family are informed not only of the linear growth-stimulating effect of GH but also its life-long effects on body composition and metabolism.

**Tasks for a transition care programme**

**Reassessment of pituitary status**

GH secretion and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) levels reach a maximum at mid to late puberty and subsequently decline. This decline is rapid until the mid 20s. The GH replacement strategy differs in childhood from that adopted in adult life: in childhood all degrees of GHD are considered for replacement whereas in adult life only patients with severe GHD are currently treated. Therefore there is a requirement for re-evaluation of the diagnosis when the major paediatric goals of treatment have been reached. Thus, in adolescents with GHD, treatment should be stopped for re-evaluation of the diagnosis when growth and pubertal development are considered to be complete.

All patients require re-evaluation of pituitary function during transition (with the only exception being those with severe congenital or acquired panhypopituitarism). The interval between the re-evaluation and the discontinuation of GH should not be less than one month. GH reserve is assessed by measurement of a serum IGF-I concentration and/or a GH stimulation test. The tests currently recommended are the insulin tolerance test (ITT) with the arginine or glucagon tests as alternatives (1). The GH-releasing hormone (GHRH)—arginine test may be unreliable in patients with suspected hypothalamic disease. The GHRH and clonidine tests alone are not useful.

The extent of GH–IGF-I re-evaluation depends on the a priori likelihood of profound GHD (Fig. 1). Thus we propose the definition of two groups of patients: (a) high likelihood – those with severe GHD in childhood with or without two or three additional hormone deficits, which may be due to a defined genetic cause, those with severe GHD due to structural hypothalamic–pituitary abnormalities, central nervous system (CNS) tumours or patients having received high-dose cranial irradiation and (b) low likelihood – the remaining patients, including those with idiopathic GHD, either isolated or with one additional hormone deficit.

In patients with a high likelihood of persistent GHD, an IGF-I value \( \leq -2 \) S.D. score (SDS) off GH treatment for at least 4 weeks should be considered sufficient evidence of profound GHD. If the IGF-I is \( > -2 \) SDS, a GH provocation test should be performed. If this shows a low GH response, the diagnosis of GHD is reconfirmed. If the peak GH is above the appropriate cut-off value, the diagnosis should be reconsidered.

Patients with a lower likelihood of retesting GH deficient should have an IGF-I measurement and one GH provocation test. If both are low, the diagnosis of GHD is reconfirmed. If both are normal, the patient can be discharged unless they are at risk of evolving endocrinopathy, such as those who received prior CNS irradiation. If the tests are discordant, the patient should be followed-up.

Severe GHD in adults has been defined as a peak GH response \(< 3 \mu g/l\) in response to an ITT and is an accepted criterion for GH replacement therapy in adults (1). However, this definition is likely to be too conservative in the transition period. In normal children, the most exuberant GH response to a stimulation test occurs in late puberty with GH levels inevitably exceeding \(5 \mu g/l\). Thus we propose the criteria for severe GHD in the transition period to be \(< 5 \mu g/l\) in response to a GH stimulation test. Standardisation and quality control of GH assays are critical (1, 2).

On re-evaluation of the population of adolescents who received GH replacement for childhood GHD, a proportion will not be severely GH deficient but will fail to attain normal GH status (peak GH level \(< 10 \mu g/l\) but \(\geq 5 \mu g/l\)) (2, 3). It is apparent that a significant number of these patients will be reluctant...
to comply with long-term follow-up. However, the possibility of an evolving endocrinopathy justifies continued surveillance.

Before testing, adequate hormone replacement is required. Full pituitary function testing is not required in patients already diagnosed and substituted for complete combined pituitary deficiency. Oral oestrogen may decrease IGF-I levels. This should be taken into consideration. However, the effect of oestrogen on the efficacy of diagnosing GHD in the transition patient has not been evaluated. In other cases basal testing should be performed regularly, particularly in patients at high risk for evolving hormonal deficits, i.e. genetic defects, hypothalamic pituitary malformations, post-CNS tumour surgery, infiltrating tumours, autoimmune diseases and irradiated patients. Oestrogen should be stopped at least 4 weeks prior to evaluation of the adrenals due to its effect on cortisol-binding globulin.

Any patient with severe GHD should have cranial and pituitary magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) evaluated according to a standardised protocol, including measurements of pituitary height and search for CNS malformations. Many will have had MRI at diagnosis in childhood, and this does not need repeating.

Genetic advice and testing, if not already offered, should be considered in familial cases, multiple pituitary hormone deficiency or severe isolated GHD of unclear aetiology.

The decision to reinstitute GH treatment

It is known that normal maturation of muscle mass and achievement of peak bone mass occur during the transition phase and are GH dependent. There are now also a number of controlled trials of up to 2 years duration in older adolescents and young adults with severe GHD showing the negative consequences of interrupting GH replacement and the positive effects of continued treatment on fat distribution, muscle mass and function, cardiac structure and performance and bone mass (4–9). In the light of these data it seems appropriate to offer to reinstitute GH replacement in all adolescents with the diagnosis of severe GHD. In adolescents who decline the offer to continue on GH replacement, monitoring of GH-dependent endpoints (see below) is required. Evidence of subsequent deterioration constitutes the basis for reassessment of the decision to reinstate GH therapy.

Management of GH replacement

The transition phase is an appropriate time to modify GH dosages. In this regard, the GH replacement dose should be adjusted on the background of the physiological decline of GH and IGF-I levels, which takes place after late puberty. Additionally, the sexual dimorphism of GH secretion and sensitivity has clinical implications for dosing strategy.

During puberty, patients will have received GH treatment at a wide range of doses, ranging from 25 to 50 μg/kg per day (and in some cases higher) (2). In the transition phase, patients should restart GH at a dose of 0.2–0.5 mg/day, with subsequent dose adjustments on the basis of IGF-I determinations using age- and gender-specific normative data. A final maintenance dose in excess of 2 mg/day is rarely required. It is recognised that there are patients with GHD who do not normalize IGF-I levels despite a good clinical response, and thus do not require dose escalation. Women generally require higher GH doses than men, in particular those treated with oestrogen replacement; the dose and route of oestrogen administration influences IGF-I generation and therefore GH dose requirement (10, 11).

IGF-I measurement is at present the best biochemical marker of GH responsiveness and is mandatory as a safety marker (12). The GH dose should be adjusted to achieve IGF-I levels within but not exceeding the upper normal range (IGF-I SDS 0 to +2). Serum IGF-I levels should be monitored every 6 months.

Measurements of IGF-binding protein (IGFBP)-3 levels do not provide substantial additional information regarding responsiveness to GH. However, further data could be helpful to investigate the potential association of the IGF-I/IGFBP-3 ratio with the risk of developing malignancies later in life (12).

Management of underlying disease and optimisation of other hormone replacement

Clinical parameters for long-term follow-up After paediatric GH treatment in severe GHD, height achieved approaches target height. In contrast there remains a substantial deficit with respect to lean body mass and bone mineral content (13). Lipoprotein abnormalities have not been highlighted in the transition period but this probably reflects the young age of these patients and the effects of prior GH therapy.

It is also recognised that such adolescents may develop impaired quality of life (QoL) experiencing psychosocial problems related to GHD and/or the underlying chronic disease, for which they may need counselling. Thus follow-up of this aspect is advised. There is, however, a pressing need for validated instruments to assess QoL in this age group.

We recommend the following minimum observations: height, weight, body mass index and waist and hip circumference yearly; blood pressure, heart rate and QoL assessment yearly; bone densitometry and lipids at baseline and at 2- to 5-year intervals.

The attainment of a normal peak bone mass defined as a T score > −1 (i.e. standardised to average adult peak bone mass) is one of the therapeutic objectives during the transition period. Bone density data should be interpreted using age-related Z scores as well as T scores during the teenage years and using T scores
for those in their 20s. Lower values may be found in those with significant short stature (height SDS $<-2$), as Z and T scores are height dependent. Assessment using a derived volumetric bone density may be required in these individuals (14).

In view of the known effects of GH on carbohydrate metabolism (12), as an additional safety procedure, we advise measurement of fasting plasma glucose, insulin and glycated haemoglobin (HbA1C). Glucose tolerance testing may be considered in obese patients and those with a family history of diabetes mellitus.

**Guidelines for CNS imaging** Patients with treated intracranial malignancy require annual imaging with MR for at least 3 years after primary tumour therapy and subsequently as appropriate. Patients with treated craniopharyngioma or pituitary adenoma should be reimaged at a frequency determined by the perceived risk of regrowth of the tumour.

**Thyroxine and glucocorticoid replacement** The diagnosis of central or primary hypothyroidism should be based on serum free thyroxine (FT4) and thyrotrophin. Because of the risk of subtle central hypothyroidism in these patients, if the FT4 is in the lower third of the reference range, a body of opinion believes that commencement of $t$-thyroxine, aiming to achieve a serum FT4 in the upper half of the reference range, is appropriate.

The GH-treated adolescent already on hydrocortisone replacement should continue this treatment with a daily dose of $8–12$ mg/m$^2$, in a thrice daily regimen (early morning, lunch, evening). This may be monitored and adjusted by means of a modified day curve of serum or salivary cortisol (15). GH replacement may accelerate cortisol metabolism (16), which may increase the risk of cortisol insufficiency in those with untreated subtle degrees of adrenocorticotrophin deficiency or those on suboptimal hydrocortisone replacement.

**Oestrogen and androgen replacement** Adequate gonadal hormone replacement in conjunction with GH is critical for optimising somatic development. Oestrogen may be replaced by the transdermal or oral routes dependent on patient preference. Female patients may additionally require androgen supplementation for promotion of pubic hair growth and libido, but more data are required in this age group. As part of the transition management, fertility issues should be discussed in collaboration with a reproductive specialist.

In males, testosterone may be replaced by intramuscular injection, transdermal preparations or implant. Spermatogenesis and testicular growth may be induced by pulsatile gonadotrophin-releasing hormone or with human chorionic gonadotrophin usually combined with follicle-stimulating hormone.

**Management of non-GHD conditions**

Non-GHD conditions treated with GH during childhood include Turner syndrome, Prader–Willi syndrome (PWS), small for gestational age (SGA), chronic renal insufficiency (CRI) and idiopathic short stature (ISS). We have considered which conditions require transitional care and what investigations are required. Not all require endocrine transition care, but all children treated with GH should be considered for inclusion into a surveillance programme (see below).

Turner syndrome has numerous life-long health issues such as reproductive dysfunction, cardiovascular disease, osteoporosis and obesity, which require transitional care (17). With regard to their previous GH therapy, these patients require no specific investigations. Endocrine evaluation should include assessment of adult height, thyroid status, hormone-replacement therapy requirements, carbohydrate metabolism and bone mass (18).

PWS has health consequences including, obesity, hypogonadism, hypotonia, developmental disability and sleep apnoea. This patient group requires transitional care. A proportion of these patients have GHD and respond to GH therapy during childhood with regard to growth, lean mass, muscle strength and fat mass. Evidence that GH therapy should continue through the transition period is lacking and further research studies are required. Endocrine evaluation should include assessment of carbohydrate metabolism, gonadal and thyroid status.

SGA and ISS patients who have received GH treatment during childhood should be followed to ascertain adult height, although GH therapy may have been discontinued prior to final height. These patients do not require specific transitional care with regard to prior GH treatment. SGA patients may require surveillance for metabolic problems.

CRI patients will be followed-up by nephrologists, and no specific endocrine transitional care is required.

In the above indications for GH therapy final adult height achieved is not well documented and for this reason should be measured in all patients during transition care. IGF-I should have been monitored during GH therapy and there is evidence that following the cessation of GH therapy the GH/IGF-I axis will return to its pretreatment status (19, 20). For this reason measurement of IGF-I post-treatment is not essential.

**Surveillance programmes**

Programmes, independent of direct clinical care, are required to identify the long-term consequences of childhood GH therapy. It is recognised that to exclude an increased incidence of malignancy, diabetes mellitus or other rare adverse events will require large patient cohorts, prolonged periods of follow-up and expected background population disease rates. These
surveillance programmes will need the support of government agencies, endocrine societies and industry.

Conclusions

The period from late adolescence through early adulthood is characterised by major physical and psychosocial change. This places a particular strain on a young person with a chronic disorder, such as hypopituitarism, and highlights the need to develop specific multidisciplinary services, which call on the expertise of paediatric and adult endocrinologists and nurse specialists as well as reproductive medicine, psychologists and social workers, to manage such individuals. A plan of care from the late teenage years to the mid 20s for those adolescents who have been receiving GH treatment through childhood has been proposed. This is a time when the requirement for GH treatment needs to be re-evaluated. For those continuing on GH, a treatment regimen to optimise somatic growth (body composition and bone density), cardiovascular function and QoL needs to be delivered, while for those discontinuing GH, long-term surveillance is recommended.
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